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An investigation was made of the photocurrent spectra of Ge-doped p-type InSb subjected 
to quantizing magnetic fields at 4.20 K. A reversal of the sign of the transverse photo
current was observed in magnetic fields in excess of 18 kOe when the photoelectrons 
were excited to the lower Landau levels. Moreover, photocurrent minima were observed 
due to the de-excitation of photoelectrons to the lower Landau levels because of the emis
sion of optical phonons. These minima were located in the positive region; they were 
shallow and much wider than the minima associated with the excitation of photoelectrons 
to the Landau levels. A study was made of the dependence of the negative photocurrent on 
the monochromaticity and the intensity of the incident radiation. The experimental ob
servations of the negative photocurrent and the good agreement between the experimen
tally and theoretically obtained spectra indicated that the absolute negative conductivity 
of photoelectrons was observed when the investigated samples of p-type InSb were sub
jected to quantizing magnetic fields at helium temperatures. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Several mechanisms of negative photoconductivity in 
semiconductors have been investigated experimentally 
(see, for example,[1,2J). Usually a negative photoconduc
tivity appears as a result of a reduction in the carrier 
mobility or density but not as a result of a change in the 
direction of motion of electrons. The negative photocon
ductivity due to an anomalous direction of the motion of 
charges relative to the electric field is of special inter
est. In the presence of this absolute negative conductivity 
one should be able to observe, at least in principle, the 
flow of the total current against the electric field as well 
as various instabilities. 

In earlier papers[3J Elesin predicted an absolute 
negative conductivity of nonequilibrium electrons in 
quantizing magnetic fields due to the special quantiza
tion-induced dependence of the density of states on the 
energy. In the presence of scattering an electron sub
jected to mutually perpendicular magnetic and electric 
fields can travel along the electric field only if its mo
mentum along the magnetic field is greater than a cer
tain critical value (apart from that the electron still 
drifts along the third direction, in the usual manner). 
This occurs because in the elastic or almost elastic 
scattering of an electron with an initial momentum Ipz I 
> Pcr ex: (2me $ A)112 the denSity of the final states for 
jumps along the electric field, proportional to 
[(p~/2m) - e$AX]-1/2, exceeds the density of the final 
states for jumps against the field, proportional to 
[(p~/2m) + e$AxJ-1/2, and the jumps along the field are 
most probable. Here, $ is the electric field, e is the 
absolute value of the charge, AX ex: A = (eHrl12 is the 
length of a jump (for the sake of simplicity we shall con
Sider an electron at a lower Landau level and we shall 
assume that fj = c = 1). 

Electrons located in the direct vicinity of the lower 
edges of the Landau sub- bands with Ipz I < Pcr can only 
jump against the field because the density of the final 
states in jumps of these electrons along the field is zero. 
In a weak electric field the quantity Per can be shown to 
be proportional to (2mr)1/2, where r IS the collision 
broadening of the Landau levels. In the case of an equili-
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brium distribution the electrons with Ipzl < Pcr always 
make a contribution which is larger than the negative 
contribution of the electrons with Ipz I > Pcr and the cur
rent flows along the field. An absolute negative conduc
tivity appears only in the presence of a distribution with 
a positive derivative with respect to the energy near the 
lower edges of the Landau sub-bands. This distribution 
can be established if the photoelectron lifetime in an 
allowed band is less than the energy relaxation lifetime, 
TR < T E' and if the photoelectrons are created with mo-
menta Ipzl > Pcr' The possibility of establishing a 
strongly nonequilibrium distribution of photoelectrons in 
p- type InSb was demonstrated experimentally by 
Habegger and Fan. [4J 

The present authors[5J have suggested that measure
ments of the spectral distribution of the photocurrent in 
quantizing magnetic fields provides a method for the ob
servation of the absolute negative conductivity. Oscilla
tions of the photocurrent observed for some p-type InSb 
samples have been interpreted successfully on the basis 
of the absolute negative conductivity of electrons far 
from equilibrium. However, a negative photocurrent is 
not observed because of the presence of a strong positive 
background of thermalized photoholes (this should be 
compared with the oscillations of the photocurrent in 
GaSb reported in[6J). 

The present paper reports a study of the negative 
photoconductivity of p-type InSb observed in quantizing 
magnetic fields at liquid helium temperature because of 
the absolute negative photoconductivity of electrons far 
from equilibrium. Detailed experimental and theoretical 
studies of the spectral oscillations of the photocurrent 
are also reported. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

It follows from the Introduction that the necessary 
condition for the appearance of an absolute negative con
ductivity is a nonequilibrium energy distribution of photo
electrons. Such nonequilibrium conditions can be estab
lished in germanium-doped p-type InSb. According to 
Berkeliev et al., [7J the minority carrier lifetime in 
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this material is sufficiently short even at liquid nitrogen 
temperature (TR ::; 10-9 sec) and this lifetime has a ten
dency to decrease with increasing temperature. 

We determined the photocurrent spectra of a large 
batch of samples (over 40) in which the majority-carrier 
density was Po"" 1013 cm- and the mobility was J.l p 
= (4-8) X 103 cm2 • y- l • sec-l (at 77°K). Measurements 
of the Hall effect indicated that the majority- carrier 

20 I 50 250 2 y-l -1 mobility at 4. K was ow: J.l p "" - cm' . sec . 
Our samples were 7-15 mm long, 1-3 mm Wide, and 
0.3-2 mm thick. The thickness of the samples exceeded 
slightly the diffusion and the absorption lengths. 

After careful polishing and etching in CP-4A a sam
ple was placed in a superconducting solenoid of the 
Helmholtz- coil type in which magnetic fields up to 
50 kOe could be generated. The measurements were 
carried out with the magnetic field H directed at right
angles to the electric field ""i (transverse geometry) and 
with both fields parallel (H II ~, longitudinal geometry). 
In both cases the incident light reached the sample at 
right-angles to both electric and magnetic fields. The 
scattered light was suppressed by a filter which operated 
in the 3.5-5 J.l range and was immersed directly in 
liquid helium. The photo current spectra were measured 
using pulsating or constant illumination. In the first case 
we used the method described in[5J and in the second 
case we employed the standard potentiometric circuit 
with an galvanometer and an amplifier. The measure
ments were carried out under constant-electric-field 
conditions in anyone given experiment. The.electric 
field could be varied from 0.01 to 10 Y/cm. We restric
ted our measurements to the samples which had ohmic 
contacts. 

The spectra recorded at 4.2°K in the absence of a 
magnetic field exhibited the well-known[4J oscillations 
of the positive photocurrent with a period of 0.026 eY, 
which was close to the energy of a longitudinal optical 
phonon woo The measurements in quantizing magnetic 
fields showed that the Sign of the transverse photocur
rent changed in a certain range of frequencies of the 
incident radiation. 

Figure 1 gives the spectral dependences of the trans
verse photocurrent divided by the intensity of the incident 
light (the light was monochromatic to with t. = 1.6 
X 10-3 eY). These dependences were recorded in mag
netic fields of 13, 26, 32, and 47 kOe intensity and in 
electric fields of 1 Y/cm. The spectra in Fig. 1 were 
recorded for a sample with po = 2.8 X 1013 cm-3 (77°K) 
but they were typical also of the other samples in the 
investigated batch. 

In a magnetic field of 13 kOe (Fig. 1) the whole spec
trum was positive. In stronger fields the spectrum 
shifted toward higher energies, the depths of the minima 
increased, and in a field of 18 kOe the sign of the photo
current changed because of the excitation of photoelec
trons to the two lower Landau sublevels So and So. A 
further increase in the magnetic field intensity increased 
the depth of the minima and in a field of 32 kOe a third 
minimum, corresponding to the excitation of photoelec
trons to the Si Landau level, crossed the zero axis and 
became negative. 

In a field H = 47 kOe the third minimum disappeared 
(Fig. 1) and the depth of the remaining minima had a 
tendency to reach saturation with increasing magnetic 
field. The minimum associated with the Si level was no 
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FIG, I. Spectral dependences of the transverse photocurrent in mag
netic fields H = 13,26,32, and 47 kOe. T = 4.2°K. The ordinate gives 
the photocurrent signal in relative units, calculated per unit photon flux; 
the abscissa is the photon energy in electron-volts. 
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FIG. 2. Dependences of the energy positions of the minima of the 
transverse photocurrent on the applied magnetic field. T = 4.2°K. 

longer observed because the energy of this level in fields 
above 32 kOe exceeded the energy of optical phonons. 
All the other minima were located in the positive part 
and they were shallower and much wider than the first 
two minima. These positive minima were due to the de
excitation of electrons because of the emission of optical 
phonons, which resulted in the transitions of these elec
trons to the lower Landau levels So and So whose energies 
were below the optical phonon energy in all the magnetic 
fields used in the present study. 

Figure 2 shows the dependences of the energy posi
tions of the transverse photocurrent minima on the mag
netic field. These dependences were baSically similar 
to those reported in our earlier paper. [5J It is evident 
from Fig. 2 that the spectra consisted of a series of 
minima. The minima in each series shifted with the 
magnetic field in the same way as the first Landau level. 
The corresponding minima in different series, i.e., the 
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minima shifting at the same rate with. the magnetic field, 
were separated by 0.026 eV, which was close to the en
ergy of a longitudinal optical phonon in p- type InSb. In 
contrast to our earlier results, [5J some of the minima 
in the third and fourth series did not appear in fields 
below 25 kOe. 

In the presence of highly monochromatic light the 
negative photocurrent was 10-15 times stronger than 
the positive current and it reached 2% of the dark cur
rent. The reversal of the sign of the transverse current 
due to the excitation of photoelectrons to the first Landau 
levels and the characteristic dependences of the positions 
of the photocurrent minima on the magnetic field sugges
ted that the investigated samples of p- type InSb exhibited 
not only an absolute negative conductivity but also os
cillations of the mobility associated with the strong non
equilibrium of the energy distribution of the photoelec
trons. This was supported by measurements carried out 
in the longitudinal geometry and by the good agreement 
between the experimental and theoretical results (this 
point is discussed later). 

In other papers [8,9J some of the present authors 
described spectral oscillations of the photocurrent in 
thick samples of n-type InSb subjected to magnetic fields. 
These observations were explained as being due to 
normal oscillations of the fundamental absorption. The 
samples used in these investigations were distinguished 
by a fairly high surface recombination velocity (in the 
absence of a magnetic field the spectra included a re
combination peak), which led to a dependence of the 
photoelectron density on the absorption coefficient. This 
mechanism of the spectral oscillations was eliminated 
by carrying out a series of experiments in the longitud
inal configuration (the photocurrent was measured along 
the magnetic field). 

Since the quantization did not affect the longitudinal 
component of the mobility, the longitudinal photocurrent 
oscillations associated with the Landau levels could ap
pear only because of oscillations of the photoelectron 
density. Figure 3 shows the photocurrent spectra in the 
transverse (curve 1) and longitudinal (curve 2) geome
tries for a field of 25 kOe. We can see that in the longi
tudinal orientation of the magnetic field there were prac
tically no oscillations associated with the Landau levels, 
and, consequently, the photoelectron density did not os
cillate. The absence of oscillations in the longitudinal 
geometry and of the recombination peak in zero magnetic 
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FIG. 3. Photocurrent spectra (H = 25 kOe, T = 4.2°K) in the trans
verse (curve 1) and longitudinal (curve 2) geometries. 
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FIG. 4. Dependences of the 
half-width 6v of the S~ (curve I) 
and S~1 (curve 2) minima, and of 
the amplitude A of the S~ mini
mum (curve 3) on the monochro
maticity !:J. of the incident light. 
H = 39 kOe, T = 4.2°K. 24)< 
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field indicated that the spectral dependences of the 
transverse photocurrent of the investigated batch of 
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p- type InSb samples were governed solely by the oscilla
tions of the mobility due to the properties of the photo
electrons being far from equilibrium. We noted that the 
oscillations in the photocurrent spectra obtained for 
thick samples of n-type InSb, which were associated with 
the photoelectron density, [9J were independent of the 
orientation of the magnetic and electric fields. 

The transverse photocurrent spectra (Fig. 1) depended 
strongly on the monochromaticity of the incident light. 
Figure 4 shows the dependences of the depth and spectral 
width (at mid-amplitude) of the first minimum S~ and the 
width of its first "phonon replica" S~1 on the mono
chromaticity of the incident light, recorded in a magnetic 
field of 39 kOe keeping the illumination constant. Extra
polation of the linear dependence of the width S~ to zero 
monochromaticity gave an estimate of the broadening of 
the lower Landau level r ~ (1.5 ± 1) x 10-4 eV. The am
plitude of the negative minimum S~ (and also of So) in 
increased strongly with increasing monochromaticity 
(curve 3, the scale on the right). Further improvement 
of the monochromaticity was not possible in our experi
ments without reduction of the illumination intensity. 

The negative photocurrent increased linearly With the 
intensity of the incident light (under constant mono
chromaticity conditions) and when the intensity exceeded 
1015 photons· cm-2 • sec-\ the depth of the negative 
minima became saturated and the photocurrent began to 
decrease. An increase in the electric field resulted in a 
linear rise of the negative photocurrent right up to 
is ~ 10 V/cm. The behavior of the photocurrent oscilla
tions in strong electric fields had several interesting 
properties but the discussion of these properties is out
side the scope of the present paper. 

3. THEORY OF PHOTOCURRENT SPECTRA IN 
QUANTIZING MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE 
PRESENCE OF NONEQUILIBRIUM ELECTRONS 

The mechanism of spectral oscillations of the photo
current can be represented as follows (see also C5J ). If 
the condition TR < T E is satisfied, the photoelectrons are 
not in equilibrium, their mobility is negative, and it 
varies with the frequency of the incident light. The mo
bility reaches its minimum negative value when the en
ergy of the photoelectrons approaches the Landau levels. 
Therefore, a minimum appears whenever the photoelec
trons are excited in such a way that they acquire ener-
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gies close to the lower edges of the Landau sUb-bands. 
If the photoelectrons are created with energies in excess 
of the optical phonon energy, they drop down to the 
Landau levels "below the optical phonons" because the 
emission time of the optical phonons is short. This re
peats the series of the minima. Such dropping of elec
trons to the Landau levels broadens the distribution func
tion and reduces the depth of the phonon replicas. 

We shall now give a more rigorous discussion which 
can be used to describe the photocurrent spectra. 

A. Distribution function of photoelectrons 

The state of an electron in the conduction band can be 
represented by the quantum numbers v = (n, Pz' s) and 
p ,where p and px are the projections of the momentum 
afong the m~gnetic field and at right-angles to this field. 
An electron has the energy 

e, = e". + p,'/2m, 

where Ens = wcn for a spin oriented mainly against the 
field and Ens = wcn + ES for a spin oriented along the 
field; wc = eH/m; ES is the spin splitting of the Landau 
levels; n = 0, 1, .... The influence of the scattering 
process on the electron spectrum can be allowed for by 
introducing the width of the energy levels r v' [10J which 
is equivalent to the introduction of the relaxation time 
%(r + r ,) for the nondiagonal components of the den
sityVmati'ix or for the correlation function applicable to 
the interaction with phonons. The energy is measured 
from the edge of the lowest Landau sub- band. 

The transport equation for the distribution function 
(the diagonal component of the density matrix) is ob
tained by direct generalization of the corresponding 
equations given by Zyryanov.[llJ After allowance for all 
possible elastic collisions, emission of optical phonons, 
recombination, interband transitions accompanied by the 
absorption of light, and weak spatial inhomogeneity (the 
absorption length k-1 is much longer than the wavelength 
A), this equation becomes 

'\1 I)' ,', ,', '\1 w' 

""" -j,'(y){D" +D" }+ """ Wei {j,'(y)-j,(y)} 
" ay' , 

(1) 

where 

is the coefficient of diffusion from a state v' to a state v 
because of elastic scattering, 

D:;' = n L U;")'(C,pQ)'Y'2(e" - e, - 000, r,' + r,) 

is the coefficient of diffusion due to emission of an opti
cal phonon, 

W:," = 2n L U;")'(C"Q)'2(e" - e" f" + f,) 

is the probability of elastic scattering (per unit time) 
from the state v to the state v', 

W,:" = 2n L:(I;")'(C,pQ)'2(e,' - e, + 000, f" + f,) 

is the probability of inelastic scattering by optical vibra
tions, 

8n' 00 

[,(y)=-;: L (ed.,), f dw/(w)e-"·)'2(e,- e.- 00, f. + r,), 
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y = px.K is the coordinate of the center of the Larmor 
orbit in the direction of propagation of light, Y = qxA2, 
CCll ' and CCl are the Fourier components of the relevant e op 
potentials. Under steady-state illumination conditions 
the generation of photoelectrons can be described by 

(I:")' = I IdY<I<, (y - qx'\')exp(- iq,y)lD,(y) ,'6(P" p,'+ q,), (2) 

where 11 are the states in the valence band, I(w) is the 
spectral distribution of the energy flux in the incident 
light, K is the refractive index of the semiconductor, 
d is the matrix element of the dipole moment, e is the 
p~farization vector of the incident light, 

1 r 
2(x,r)= 2n x'+f'/4 . 

Equation (1) should be supplemented by suitable boundary 
conditions. 

The relative order of smallness of the first term in 
Eq. (1) has the form 

(kA)'(,r,,-' +";,p-I) 12(.,;.-1 +T,p-'), 

except in the case of scattering by impurity ions for 
which this ratio becomes 

(kA)'(T,,-IE, 100, + ";,p-I) I 2 (";R- I + T,p _I), 

where Es = k~/2m, and ks is the reciprocal of the 
screening length. Usually the relaxation times are rela
ted by the following expreSSions: 

. 'tOP < 'tel -<: LR for e> Wo, 

t,p »";R » .,;" for e < ~)o. 

In the first of the above two energy ranges the ratio of 
the diffusion term to the other terms is small 
l ~ (kA)2 « 1]. In the second range the ratio depends on 
the lifetime and it reaches its maximum value for Pz 
= 0, i.e., under optical absorption resonance conditions 
(ko is the absorption coefficient far from resonance): 
k~TR/2m (or k~TREs/2mwc for a long-range potential). 

The relevant parameters of p-type InSb at 4.2°K are 
ko ~ 5 x 103 cm-1 and T ~ 10-10 sec. Thus, the relative 
magnitude of the term 1escribing the spatial diffusion 
does not exceed 0.1. We can also show that even if the 
relative magnitude of the diffusion term is ~ 1 it can 
still be ignored if the surface recombination velocity s 
is sufficiently low: STR « L, where L is the diffusion 
length. In the case of p- type InSb this condition is satis
fied subject to s «10 cm/sec. In all the other cases 
the diffusion and surface recombination lead to a depen
dence of the total number of photoelectrons on the fre
quency of the incident light and the photoelectron density 
oscillates with a period typical of the absorption coeffi
cient. Such oscillations were reported earlier. [a,9J 
However, it is always experimentally possible to sup
press the oscillations of the photoelectron density. 

In view of the foregOing discussion, we shall ignore 
the first term in Eq. (1), i.e., we shall consider the spec
tral dependence of the photocurrent which is solely due 
to oscillations of the electron mobility. However, even 
in the absence of diffusion Eq. (1) remains fairly com
plex expression. Therefore, it is convenient to consider 
first a simple model which yields the positions of the 
resonance peaks throughout the spectral region but does 
not describe the general shape of the spectrum. Prior 
to the use of this model, we must make certain simplify
ing assumptions detailed below. 
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a) We shall assume that E fJ. =-EHand rfJ. = rh' i.e., 
there is no dispersion in the valence band. This assump
tion is justified by the large difference between the mas
ses of the heavy holes and the electrons and by the fact 
that the first optically active levels of the light holes in 
InSb practically coincide with the levels of the heavy 
holes,c12] so that the presence of transitions from these 
levels does not give rise to any additional resonance in 
the photocurrent spectra (Fig. 1); EH is the forbidden 
band width in a magnetic field. 

b) We shall assume that TV = T (E) and TRv 
op op V 

= TR(E V)' 

The assumptions a), b) allow us to seek the solution 
in the form fv = f(Ev)' In this case the second term in 
Eq. (1), which describes the relaxation of the longitudinal 
momentum, is equal to zero. 

c) We shall also ignore the broadening of the levels. 

When these simplifications are introduced, Eq. (1) 
becomes 
'to.-'(ev+2w,)f(ev+<U" y) - (-':0'-' (ev) + 'tR-' (ev»)f(ev, y) =-I(ev, y), 

l(ev, y) = l(ev)exp [-k(ev + E H)y]8n'd' / 3x. (3) 

The solution of Eq. (3) can be found by iteration: 

I( ) = 'ta (ev)-rop (ev) {1( ) 
ev, y 'to (ev) + To. (ev) e., y 

+~1( +k )Il' To.-'(ev+(r+1)w,) } 
~ tv (00, Y 1 I • 

To. (ev + rCtl,) + T. - (ev + rCtl,) 
A_I r=1 

(4) 

Each k-th term in Eq. (4) is the source of photoelectrons 
of energy Ev due to transitions from the state Ev + kwo 
accompanied by the emission of k phonons. It is interest
ing to consider the function 

F(ev) = J dyl(e., y), (5) , 
which governs the photocurrent reaching the whole 
lateral face of a thick sample. Since T ~~ 0: g( E V - wo), 

k(Ev + EH) 0: g(EV)' and TOp « TR for E > Wo, we finally 
obtain 

1:. (ev)-rop (ev) 2 ~ _. 
F(ev)= () () () L-1(ev+kCtl,)(ev+kCtl,+EH) , (6) 

TR Bv + Top Ev g Ev 
11=0 

where g( E v) is the density of states characterized by en
ergy EV:[lO] 

g(e) = 4:~ m'J, 1: g(e - e .. , I') Ir_" 
ft,' 

(7) 
x _[X+(X'+f'/4),J' ]'J. 

g( ,I') - x' + f'/4 . 

We shall now find the required distribution without 
making the assumptions a)-c). We shall restrict our 
treatment to the case when light excites electrons to the 
two lower Landau sub-bands So and So, i.e., we shall as
sume that the frequency of light is n < EH + wC' In this 
case the distribution depends not only on the energy of 
photoelectrons but also on their spin, even when the 
operation of the source depends only on the energy. The 
distribution function satisfies the equation 

[jde) - I, (e) ]('t,,11 (e» -, - I, (e)[ (Ta' (e» -, + (To.' (e» -'] 
= -T,(e, y); 

., 
(T" II (e» -, = .L, W"t1 (e, e'), (1:0.' (e» _t = 1: {Wop It (e, e') + WoP II (e, e') l. 

p, ., (9) 
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For the So electron we must replace t with I. Since we 
are assuming that r « Wo, we can substitute in I the so
lution of Eq. (8) with I = I (we shall also assume that 
n < 2wo). The Simplest distribution function is obtained 
in the absence of spin relaxation, i.e., if T~~, T~~ »R 
(if It = II' the violation of this condition does not affect 
the distribution for n < Wo and, consequently, it does 
not affect the first series of the minima in the photocur
rent spectra): 

I,\e)= TRT:;o:~~:) {I,(e,y)+ 1: Wo."(e',e)I,(e',Yho.'(e')}. (10) ., 
It follows from Eq. (8) that 

\'o.'(e»-' = Moplt g(e- w" f,(e) + f,(e- w,», (11) 

where M is the square of the matrix element of the 
transitiogPwhich depends logarithmically on E. 

Subject to the condition a) the absorption coefficient 
has the following frequency dependence 

(fJeHm'J, 
k«(fJ)=~d' (g(Ctl-EB' f,(Ctl-EH)+ f h) (12) 

+g(Ctl-EB-e"f/(w-EH)+fh ) }. 

Since r « W C' it is sufficient to substitute r(x) corre
sponding to x = 0 in all the functions g(x, r). 

The nature of the energy dependence T op( E) allows us 
to separate two groups of electrons: one with the ener
gies E ~ Wo and the other with the energies E < WOo The 
electrons in the first group are scattered mainly by the 
optical vibrations and their mobility is higher than that 
of the electrons in the second group, which are scattered 
elastically. However, because of the large difference be
tween the densities, the photocurrent is not greatly 
affected by the first group since their contribution is 
small in relation to the electrons of the second group: 
~ TelhR « 1. 

If Eqs. (11) and (12) are taken into account, the dis
tribution function of the So electrons in the second group 
generated by a source with a Lorentzian profile 

l(w) = 'M,QP(w - Q, d) 

is of the form 

F ()-J 4n' { P(e-Q+EH,d+f,+fh ) 

t e - O'tR eHm'f, g(e,ro+l\)+g(e-es,ro+rh ) 

+ (e+ w, - e,)'/' P(e- Q + EH +Ctl" d + f,+ fh +21'.0) 

(e+w,)",+(e+,,),-e,)'J, g(e,f,+f •• ) }: 
(13) 

where 10 is the flux denSity of photons of frequency n, 
ro = rt(O) = rl(Es )' rwo = r.(wo) = rl(Es + wo). For the 
So electrons with energies E < Wo + Es the distribution 
differs only in the replacement, in the second term in 
Eq. (13), of the function g(E, ro +rw) with g(E- ES ' 

o 1;2 
ro + r ) and by the replacement of (E + Wo - ES) in 

Wo 1/2 the numerator with (E + wo) • It follows from Eq. (13) 
that the emission of an optical phonon broadens the dis
tribution function [second term in Eq. (13)] by an amount 
proportional to the reciprocal of the emission time (be-

-1 ) cause TWo 0: TOp' 

In Eq. (1) we have ignored the energy relaxation 
processes (with the exception of the interaction with 
optical vibrations) and we have assumed that TR « T E' 
We have also ignored the possible broadening of the 
distribution because of plasma oscillations (these os
cillations can appear at fairly high plasma frequencies 
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Wp > Tit). To some extent all these processes can be 
allowed for by introducing a quantity D. which is a meas
ure of the broadening of the distribution provided this 
quantity is not related solely to the monochromaticity of 
the incident light. 

B. Transverse conductivity of nonequilibrium 
photoelectrons. Form of photocurrent spectra 

We shall use the well-known expression for the trans
verse current[13,3] and introduce the concept of the level 
width: 

" = 2nea .LtF, .Lt U;") 2 X {(C,p")' Pte, - e,' - w, + e8X, r, + r,,) 
"',Py v ',q 

+ (C.,")' P (e, - e,' + e8X, r, + r,,)}, (14) 

where a is the dimension in the direction z and X = qyA2. 
If we assume that e ;S A «r (this condition is satisfied 
in fields ;s"';: 10 V/cm), we can expand Eq. (14) as a 
series in 8 and thus find the transverse conductivity 

,'\" a,\"", .. ' 
axx = 2e a t..JF, - t..J (D,p + D., ). 

iJe'l/ , 
'Y'Pll ... 

(15) 

We shall assume that the electric field is applied at 
right- angles to the magnetic field and to the direction of 
propagation of light. Moreover, we shall introduce a new 
quantum number Py' The coordinate y along the direction 
of propagation of bght will be regarded as a classical 
variable (the validity of this approach is discussed in de
tail by Zyryanov[U]). 

We shall start by calculating the conductivity subject 
to the assumptions a)-c). For the sake of simplicity we 
shall assume that the source is very narrow: D. - O. 
We shall allow only for the contribution of electrons with 
E < WOo Substituting F v from Eq. (6) into Eq. (15), we 
find that subsequent integration yields 

a '\" no •• ',' ( [ Q - En] )-"0 
{Jxx = - 2'" lof. t..J M., (Q) Q - En - w, --w- - e.',' 

nl,n's' 0 

[ Q -En] 
Ena , En.',' ~ Q :.....- En - --w-, - w,. (16) 

Here, 
11.1,11.'.' mill ~ " 

M., (Q)= 4H' t..J (C,,")'U:"" (Q»'q,' 

is a smooth positive function of n (in the case of a 
short- range potential this func tion is independen~ of n) 
and [x) is the integral part of a number. 

In this way we obtain a negative oscillating conductiv
ity with minima at source frequencies satisfying the con
dition 

[ Q-EH] 
Q=EH+e.','+w, --w,-; e.',' <w,. (17) 

In the earlier paper[5] we pointed out that this condition 
yields series of minima separated from one another by 
the optical phonon frequency. 

We should note that, in contrast to the logarithmic 
divergence in the equilibrium case, [10] the transverse 
conductivi~ of strongly nonequilibrium electrons diver
ges as 0 -3 ,where 0 is a combination of the level width 
and the spectral width. The nature of the photocurrent 
spectrum is very sensitive to the broadening of the 
Landau levels. This is confirmed by the numerical cal
culations given below. 

The following expression can be obtained for the total 
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photoconductivity which includes the contribution of 
photoholes and of the Hall emf: 

t.a=(axx+a=') [1-(...!!:!)']+2(aX1l +ax:) (aXIl) , (18) 
an: d O'.:n: d 

where the index h refers to the photoholes and the sub
script d refers to holes in darkness. Substituting in Eq. 
(18) the expression for a xx with F v from Eq. (13), we 
obtain 

A -C SOO dx {a ( 2 ) [ P(x-Q+EII,r,+r.+t.) ua- , - -g x r, 
,x·/' ax' g(x,r,+l\)+g(x-e"r,+r.) 

+ P(x - Q + EH + e" r, + r. + t.) + (x - e, +W,)'10 
g(x, r, + r.)+ g(x + e" r, + r.) (x + w,)," +(x - e. + w,)'/' 

f. P(x-Q+EH+w"t.+r,+r.+2rw.) 

g(x, r, + rw.) 

+ (x +w, + e.) 'I. P (x-Q+EH+oo.+e" t.+r,+r.+2rw.) ] 
(x + 00,) 'I, +(x + e, + w,f/' g(x, r. + rw.) 

+C P(x-Q+EH,r,+r.+t.) }. (19) 
g(x,r,+r.) , 

t.n=t.p~=lof.l'2j dx P(x-Q+En,r.+r.+t.) 
'to , x'/' g(x,r,+r.) 

c. = al'2l,'t.M,," [1- ( ::: ):], 
C = e (M • .") -, { f!=h'th + 2 (f!x. + f!x:'t./~o) ( a,,) }. 

'to 1 - (ax,! a=)d axx d 

Here, An is the photocarrier density in a sample with 
one illuminated surface; it is assumed that the photohole 
conductivity is governed by the expression I.J.Ap, where 
I.J. is the frequency-independent mobility. This assump
tion is justified by the fact that photoholes are created 
with very low energies and, moreover, they become 
rapidly thermalized so that their lifetime Th is quite 
long. 

The computer-calculated spectrum (19) was compared 
with the experimental curve obtained in H = 39 kOe. Dif
ferent values of the parameters in Eq. (19) were used in 
this comparison. Figure 5 shows the theoretical and ex
perimental dependences of the photocurrent on the fre
quency of the incident light for D. = 1.8 X 10-3 eV, EH 
= 0.244 e~, Wo = 0.022 eV, ES = ~.0092 eV, rh = 0.4 
x lOll sec \ ro = 1.85 x IOU sec 1, r = 4.6x 1012 sec-l, 
e = 0.13 meV-3i2. Numerical calcula'ffons showed that 
the form of the spectrum (particularly the depth, posi-

UII, reI. units 

I 

-1 

2 
I 

FIG. 5, Spectra of the transverse current in a magnetic field H = 39 
kOe, T = 4.2°K: I-theoretical spectrum; 2-experimental results. 
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tions, and widths of the minima) is a function of each of 
these parameters. A change in EH shifts the whole spec
tral curve along the energy axis. The spin splitting and 
the optical phonon frequency determine the separation 
between the minima. The spectrum becomes more sym
metric, i.e., the positive peaks in front of the first and 
second minima increases, when the parameter r h is in
creased. The value ro determines primarily the depth 
of the first and second minima. The width and the depth 
of "phonon replicas" depend on rw . If C is increased, 
the whole spectrum shifts to the po~itive region, in a~ 
agreement with the experimental results reported in 5J. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The reported experimental results on the negative 
photocurrent and the good agreement between the experi
mental and theoretical spectra demonstrate that the ab
solute negative conductivity of the photoelectrons in 
p- type InSb appears at helium temperatures if quantizing 
magnetic fields are applied. As pointed out in the Intro
duction, an absolute negative conductivity can alter the 
sign of the total current. The appearance of this conduc
tivity is hindered by the positive background due to the 
equilibrium majority carriers (the dark current). In our 
experiments the negative signal reached 2% of the dark 
conductivity. The absolute negative conductivity may be
come total in samples with a high degree of compensation 
illuminated with strong light, such as a laser beam with 
good monochromaticity. It would also be interesting to 
determine the spectral distribution of the photocurrent 
in other semiconductors subjected to quantizing magnetic 
fields. These investigations should be carried out on ma
terials for which a nonequilibrium energy distribution of 
electrons can be expected. It is worth noting the experi
mental observations of the oscillations of the photocur
rent in GaSb[6J which may be attributed to an absolute 
negative conductivity in quantizing magnetic fields. 

Investigations of the spectral oscillations of the photo
current due to strongly nonequilibrium photoelectrons 
are also of intrinsic interest because the sensitivity of 
such oscillations to the broadening of the Landau levels, 
the emission time and the frequency of the optical 
phonons, and the energy band structure in quantizing 
magnetic fields should make it possible to determine 
these characteristics from the experimental curves. 

Apart from oscillations of the photocurrent, the abso-
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lute negative photoconductivity can lead to several other 
effects which may be associated with the instability of 
the spatial and energy distributions of nonequilibrium 
electrons present in sufficiently high densities. [14J 

The authors are grateful to P. L. Nevskil for his 
great help in the computer calculations. 
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